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D > Concepts, Alternatives, and Development Plan
INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the development alternatives

and, ultimately, development recommendations for Buchanan Field Airport, in terms
of both its concept and reasoning. This chapter provides a description of the various
factors and influences that will form the basis for the Airport’s long-term development
program.
In consideration of the historic and predicted role of the Airport and stakeholder input received in
the planning process, a number of basic assumptions have been established to direct the
development of the Airport in the future.

The Airport will be developed and operated in a manner that is consistent with
Contra Costa County policies, ordinances and codes, federal and state statutes, federal grant
assurances, and Federal Aviation Administration regulations.
ASSUMPTION ONE.

The second assumption recognizes the role of the Airport. The Airport will
continue to serve as a public transportation facility that accommodates a wide cross-section of
general aviation aircraft, inclusive of corporate business jets, with potential for the resumption of
regional commercial air service, if appropriate and viable.
ASSUMPTION TWO.

This assumption relates the size and type of aircraft that utilize the Airport to
setback and safety criteria used as the basis for the layout of airport facilities. The runway and
taxiway system at the Airport is designed to accommodate different aircraft types, along with
differing approach minimums. Specifically, the runway-related assumptions are:
ASSUMPTION THREE.

Runway 1L/19R. This runway’s existing and future Airport Reference Code (ARC) is B-III (the
majority of the general aviation fleet, including many small to medium sized business jet
aircraft). The non-precision instrument approaches to Runway 19R will be maintained in
addition to circle-to-land to other runway ends, as appropriate. Future approaches may include
advanced satellite-based navigation systems, which may provide additional capability. However,
this capability must be measured against possible increases in the Runway Safety Area (RSA),
Runway Object Free Area (ROFA), and runway to taxiway separation requirements that may
offset potential operational benefits.
Runway 14L/32R. This runway’s existing Airport Reference Code is B-III (the majority of the
general aviation fleet, including many small to medium sized business jet aircraft). The future
ARC for this runway may remain at B-III, but will also be examined at a lesser ARC to evaluate
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possible landside development opportunities. This runway currently has, and is programmed for,
only visual capabilities.
Runway 1R/19L and Runway 14R/32L. The existing and future Airport Reference Code for these
two runways is ARC B-I – Small Aircraft Only. These runways regularly accommodate only that
portion of the general aviation aircraft fleet weighing less than 12,500 lbs. These runways are
visual approach facilities.
The fourth assumption focuses on the need to accommodate the forecast
operations of all aviation types, as expressed in Annual Service Volume estimates (the estimated
number of annual aircraft operations that can be accommodated without unreasonable delay).
Although the number of runways serving the Airport will not be increased, this analysis indicates
that the Airport’s system of taxiways and approaches should be programmed to maximize the
ability to efficiently use the existing runway layout.

ASSUMPTION FOUR.

Because landside development area at the Airport is at a premium, the fifth
assumption is that the future airport development plan should strive to make most efficient use
of the available area for aviation-related activities.
ASSUMPTION FIVE.

The physical development plan for the Airport that is identified in this Master
Plan will be used as the future development conditions for the initiation of the companion FAR
Part 150 Noise Study.
ASSUMPTION SIX.

The preservation of the existing Airport noise ordinance is considered a given
for the Master Plan and the FAR Part 150 Study.

ASSUMPTION SEVEN.

The eighth assumption focuses on the relationship of the Airport to offairport land uses and fostering the complementary development of each. Maximizing
compatibility is inherent in these design considerations, and, facility placement, to the extent
practical, will respect this assumption. It is further important to recognize that maximizing
compatibility can be viewed differently between stakeholder groups and development
inconsistencies can be present as viewed from differing perspectives.
ASSUMPTION EIGHT.

Perceived inconsistencies noted presently center around two specific operational concerns, which
have been voiced by some stakeholders. These concerns are related to the amount and location
of touch-and-go training activity and compatibility concerns regarding the operation of business
jets at the Airport. While many such operational matters cannot be addressed in the context of
the physical development plan for the Airport (i.e., the Airport Master Plan), they can be taken
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up in, and are more appropriate for consideration in, the development of the companion FAR
Part 150 Study, which should commence in Spring 2006.
That being said, it is also important to recognize that the FAA establishes the parameters for
aircraft use and operation, whereby limiting an Airport Sponsor’s ability to impose use
restrictions. An Airport Sponsor cannot dictate the manner in which an aircraft is operated and
is generally prohibited from developing use restrictions, based on noise concerns unilaterally.

Goals for Development
Accompanying these assumptions are several goals that have been established for purposes of
directing the plan and establishing continuity in the future for Airport development. These goals
take into account several categorical considerations relating to the needs of the Airport both in
the short-term and the long-term, including safety, capital improvements, land use compatibility,
financial and economic conditions, public interest and investment, and community recognition
and awareness.
The following goals are intended to guide the preparation of this Master Plan and future
development at Buchanan Field Airport:
 Provide effective direction for the future development of the Airport through the
preparation of a rational, implementable plan.
 Contra Costa County is committed to the development of a safe and high
quality airport. High quality is defined as facilitating development to effectively
meet aviation needs, balanced with broader regional interests. All future
development concepts will consider the surrounding community, plus,
environmental and aesthetic issues. To the degree possible, the Airport Master
Plan will be developed to best address the needs and concerns of the broader
community.
 The instrument approach capabilities associated with Runway 19R should be
maximized and the potential for improved instrument approach capabilities for
other runways will be fully examined.
 Enhance the self-sustaining capability of the Airport and ensure the financial
feasibility of Airport development.
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 Accommodate forecast aircraft operations in a safe and efficient manner by the
provision of proper facilities and services.
 If possible, the plan should reduce the complexity of the airside layout. With
four runways and the associated system of taxiways, the airside layout at the
Airport is very complex. This leads to potential confusion for aircraft operators
and, because of the sheer quantity of pavement, significant maintenance
expenses for the County.
 To decrease the potential for conflicts (i.e., incursions) between aircraft and
automobiles, cross Airport ground vehicle access should be improved. The first
priority for the improved access is for the benefit airport maintenance personnel
and fueling vehicles; however, improved public access will also be examined.
 Facilitate landside development at Buchanan Field Airport. This includes
planning for the best use of the Airport’s undeveloped areas and planning for the
redevelopment of several areas on the Airport.
 Plan and develop the Airport to be environmentally compatible with the
community and minimize environmental impacts on both Airport property and
property adjacent to the Airport.
 Plan and develop the Airport to be capable of accommodating the future needs
and requirements of Contra Costa County and surrounding communities, thus
continuing to serve as a regional aviation facility, which plays a major role in
supporting regional economic development.
 Maintain the diversity of land uses and revenue generators to maximize Airport
self-sufficiency to support operating costs and capital development programs.
 Maintain flexibility to facilitate both aviation and non-aviation uses to account
for changing market conditions.
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Airfield Development Components, Options, and Recommendations
Introduction
The forecast operations and the above aviation development and economic enhancement goals
were considered in the creation of airfield development options. These generalized alternatives
are outlined and discussed in the following narrative. Following a review of the airside
development options, which fulfills major facility requirements (basic runway and taxiway
configuration), recommendations for landside development are presented. This chapter
concludes with the presentation of a generalized conceptual airport development plan, which will
include recommendations for major runway and taxiway improvements, along with an onairport land use plan. Details related to the exact alignment and configuration of the
runway/taxiway system and the layout of landside development areas will be presented in
Chapter F, entitled Airport Plans.
Because all airport functions relate to and revolve around the basic runway layout, runway
development options must first be carefully examined and evaluated. Specific considerations
include the number of runways, runway length, as well as runway orientation and approach
protection criteria needed to support forecast use through the planning period. The option
analysis has been prepared to provide the Airport with a comprehensive method to analyze
several critical factors that can be used in the identification of a preferred long-term development
concept for the Airport.
Factors Considered
A listing of the factors identified as important in the analysis of the runway development options
follows. These factors are specific to the planning effort for Buchanan Field Airport and were
developed as a result of discussions/comments from the Steering Committee members, the
public, and County Staff, in addition to consideration of the forecasts of aviation activity.
Explanations are provided where necessary.
 Capital Improvement Expenditure. In general terms, it is recognized that, as the
size of the capital expenditure increases, the practicality of the implementation
decreases. It should also be noted that, within reasonable limits, this may be
offset by the benefits provided by a given option.
 Crosswind Coverage. As presented in previous chapters, when landing and
taking off, aircraft are able to properly operate on a runway as long as the wind
component perpendicular to the direction of travel (defined as a crosswind) is
not excessive. The desirable wind coverage for an airport is 95%. Because small
aircraft are the most affected by winds, they are the most critical component of
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the aircraft fleet. The percentage of coverage for the 10.5-knot crosswind
component (which by FAA standards is applied to the aircraft) is provided for
each alternative.
 Airfield Capacity. The ability for an airport to accommodate a certain number
of aircraft operations (landings and takeoffs) is primarily achieved by the
provision of parallel runways and the separation of those runways (the distance
between the runway centerlines). For long-term planning purposes, using ATCT
guidance, plus the capacity methodology provided in the FAA’s Airport Capacity
and Delay Advisory Circular, an airport with parallel runways that can be used
simultaneously during VFR conditions has a theoretical capacity of
approximately 355,000 annual operations.
 Reduces the Complexity of the Airfield Layout.
 Aviation-Use Development Area Is Increased. Buchanan Field Airport has little
raw land available for new aviation use development. Several of the airside
options identify strategies to increase the amount of land available for aviation
use development.
 Effect on Existing Aviation-Use Area. As stated above, the Airport has a limited
amount of development area for aviation use facilities. If currently developed
land is lost as a result of the implementation of one of the airside development
options, significant negative impacts will be incurred by the affected tenants and
by the County (lost lease revenues).
 Effect on Existing Non-Aviation-Use Area. As with aviation use areas, the loss of
non-aviation use area is significant for tenants and the County.
 Runway Length. Per the analysis in the previous chapter, the primary runways
should be a minimum of 4,600 feet in length and the ability to accommodate
the existing and future aircraft fleet would be enhanced if they were increased to
5,500 feet in length. Secondary runways that serve only small aircraft (less than
10 seats and under 12,500 pounds) should be between 2,520 and 3,650 feet in
length.
 Requirement for Additional Land Acquisition.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities are Potentially Improved. Although the

ultimate plan will be based on improved instrument approach capabilities to the
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extent possible, each airside option is reviewed with regard to its specific
characteristics, which might lead to better approach minimums.
 Maintain the airport’s ability to accommodate all sizes of general aviation aircraft
currently using the Airport, including maintaining two runways that are designed
to regularly accommodate business jets.

Airside Option One – Maintain the Existing Runway Configuration

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION ONE – MAINTAIN THE EXISTING

RUNWAY SYSTEM, this Option involves maintaining the Airport’s basic layout of runways.

 The main (Primary Parallel) runway at Buchanan Field Airport is Runway
1L/19R. It is 5,001 feet in length and 150 feet in width, but Runway 19R has a
displaced threshold of 600 feet. Runway Declared Distances are employed on
each end of Runway 1L/19R. The existing runway length and width for
Runway 1L/19R will be maintained.
The primary crosswind runway, Runway 14L/32R, is 4,602 feet in length and
150 feet in width, but the Runway 14L threshold is displaced by 300 feet and
the Runway 32R threshold is displaced by 350 feet. Runway Declared
Distances are employed on each end of Runway 14L/32R. The existing runway
length and width for Runway 14L/32R will be maintained.
The secondary parallel runway, Runway 1R/19L, is 2,770 feet in length and 75
feet in width. The existing runway length and width for Runway 1R/19L will
be maintained.
The secondary crosswind runway, Runway 14R/32L, is 2,799 feet in length and
75 feet in width. The existing runway length and width for Runway 14R/32L
will be maintained.
 Miscellaneous taxiway improvements and reconfigurations may be appropriate
to comply with FAA’s design criteria for all airfield pavements.
 From a runway development standpoint, Option One represents a do-nothing
alternative.
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Airside Option One –Planning Considerations

 Minimizes new construction and capital improvement expenses.
 The existing runway alignments (providing 1/19 and 14/32 runway
orientations) provide 10.5-knot crosswind coverage 96.52% of the time.
 An airport with parallel runways that can accommodate simultaneous operations
during Visual Flight Rules (VFR) weather conditions provides an Annual
Service Volume Capacity of approximately 355,000 annual operations,
according to FAA estimates utilized for long-term planning.
 This Option does not reduce the complexity of the airfield layout.
 Option One does not provide additional land for aviation use development.
 All land currently utilized for aviation use is maintained.
 All land currently utilized for non-aviation use is maintained.
 Existing runway lengths are maintained.
 There is no known additional land acquisition requirement identified with this
Option.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. Existing instrument approach capabilities
are not changed as a result of this Option. However, emerging satellite-based
navigation technology may allow for improved instrument approach capabilities
without altering physical aspects of the Airport or the surrounding area. This
will be investigated in a more detailed manner as it applies to the recommended
development plan.
 Does not provide for improved cross airport access.
 Can accommodate all sizes of general aviation aircraft on the primary parallel
(main runway) and primary crosswind runway.
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Airside Option Two – Minimize Crosswind Runway Influences

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION TWO – MINIMIZE CROSSWIND
RUNWAY INFLUENCES, this Option involves:
 Closing the secondary crosswind runway (Runway 14R/32L).
 Reducing the Airport Reference Code for Runway 14L/32R from B-III
(programmed for regular use by most general aviation aircraft, including many
business jets) to ARC B-I small aircraft only (programmed for regular use by
aircraft under 12,500 pounds, which includes most single- and twin-engine
piston general aviation aircraft).
Airside Option Two – Option Two Planning Considerations

 Minimizes future capital expenditure for construction and maintenance of
airfield pavements; although, there will be expense related to the reconfigured
areas. In addition, some pavement will be removed if this Option is
implemented.
 The maintenance of two runway alignments (providing 1/19 and 14/32
orientations) will continue to provide 10.5-knot crosswind coverage 96.52% of
the time.
 Parallel runways are maintained that provide the ability to accommodate
simultaneous operations during Visual Flight Rules weather conditions;
therefore, the Airport’s estimated Annual Service Volume Capacity is
unchanged. It is recognized, however, that during infrequent times when there
are exceptionally strong wind conditions that favor Runway 14/32, some
operational capacity is lost.
It is also recognized that the number of runways at the Airport that are designed
to accommodate larger general aviation aircraft on a regular basis is reduced with
this Option. From a technical analysis standpoint, this is not seen as a
significant influence in determining the capacity of the Airport.
 This Option reduces the complexity of the airfield layout for both airborne and
ground users.
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 Option Two provides additional land for aviation use development:
approximately 16.8 acres east of Runway 14L/32R (the primary crosswind
runway - downgraded), 32 acres west of Runway 14R/32L (the secondary
crosswind runway - closed), and approximately eight acres east of Runway
14R/32L (the secondary crosswind runway - closed).
 All land currently utilized for aviation use is maintained.
 All land currently utilized for non-aviation use is maintained.
 With the exception of Runway 14R/32L, which is closed, the existing runway
lengths are maintained.
 There is no known additional land acquisition requirement identified with this
Option.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. Existing instrument approach capabilities
are not changed as a result of this Option. (See additional language in Option
One.)
 Reduces the ability to regularly accommodate all sizes of general aviation aircraft
on the primary crosswind runway.
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Airside Option Three – Close the Secondary North/South Parallel Runway

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION THREE – CLOSE THE SECONDARY
NORTH/SOUTH PARALLEL RUNWAY, this Option involves:
 Closing Runway 1R/19L.

Airside Option Three – Planning Considerations

 Minimizes future capital expenditure for construction and maintenance of
airfield pavements; although, there will be expense related to the reconfigured
areas. In addition, some pavement will be removed if this Option is
implemented.
 The maintenance of two runway alignments (providing 1/19 and 14/32
orientations) will continue to provide 10.5-knot crosswind coverage 96.52% of
the time.
 From a purely technical perspective, because parallel runways are maintained,
the Airport’s estimated Annual Service Volume Capacity remains unchanged. It
is recognized that by closing the parallel runway associated with the primary
runway, the capacity of the Airport to accommodate aircraft operations will, in
reality, be reduced.
 This Option reduces the complexity of the airfield layout for both airborne and
ground users.
 Option Three provides additional land for aviation use development:
approximately 11 acres located on the east side of Runway 1L/19R. It should,
however, be noted that the additional land for development associated with this
Option will be difficult to utilize given the existing building configuration on
the east side of the Airport and would likely require the redevelopment of this
area to take full advantage of the additional acreage offered by this Option.
 All land currently utilized for aviation use is maintained.
 All land currently utilized for non-aviation use is maintained.
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 With the exception of Runway 1R/19L, which is closed, the existing runway
lengths are maintained.
 There is no known potential land acquisition requirement identified with this
Option.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. Existing instrument approach capabilities
are not changed as a result of this Option. (See additional language in Option
One.)
 Maintains the ability to regularly accommodate all sizes of general aviation
aircraft on the primary parallel (main runway) and crosswind runways.
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Airside Option Four – Improve Parallel Runway System

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION FOUR –IMPROVE PARALLEL
RUNWAY SYSTEM, this Option involves:
 Moving Runway 1R/19L to the east to provide the FAA’s standard separation
between runways that operate simultaneously during visual flight conditions and
accommodate all aircraft (as mentioned previously, the 500-foot separation that
exists today is only appropriate for simultaneous operations of single- and twinengine propeller driven aircraft). The centerline to centerline separation
standard for simultaneous VFR operations for all aircraft types is 700 feet.
 Closing both crosswind runways.
 Extending Runway 1L/19R (the primary runway) approximately 515 feet to the
south. This is the maximum that the runway can be extended and still provide
proper Part 77 approach slope clearances over Concord Avenue.
Airside Option Four – Option Four Planning Considerations

 The expense of constructing a new parallel runway and extending the primary
runway will be considerable, even without factoring the logistical issues and
short-term disruption caused by this Option. This Option will also involve
expenses related to remarking and relighting areas to properly denote the
reconfiguration. In addition, the pavements associated with the closed
crosswind runways will be removed if this Option is implemented.
 Because both Runway 14R/32L and Runway 14L/32R are closed in this
Option, the 10.5-knot crosswind coverage is reduced to 93.59%, which is below
the FAA recommendation of 95%.
 Because this Option provides adequate separation for the simultaneous
operation of all aircraft types during Visual Flight Rules conditions, the
theoretical capacity of the Airport should be increased over existing conditions.
 This Option reduces the complexity of the airfield layout for both airborne and
ground users.
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 Option Four provides additional land for aviation use development
(approximately 75 additional acres) located on the east and west sides of the
Airport.
 All currently utilized aviation use areas will remain in this Option. However, by
moving the parallel runway to the east, the use of the east side transient aircraft
parking apron in front of the Fixed Based Operators (FBOs) will be restricted
and likely require reconfiguration. At least in the short-term, this will have a
negative impact on affected tenants and on County lease revenues.
 With the closure of the crosswind runways and reconfiguration of the airfield,
the number of existing development areas on the Airport is reduced, but new
development areas are created that are much larger and more fully usable.
Consequently, a portion of the “Delta Area” (East Development Area) could
become aviation use, which would reduce the existing non-aviation use of
Airport property. At the same time, this reconfiguration would lend itself to the
possible development of additional community-oriented non-aviation facilities
such as a community or conference center.
 With the extension of Runway 1L/19R and the associated extension of the
taxiways and runway safety areas, the golf course on the south end of the runway
will be closed.
 Runway 1L/19R will be extended to the south approximately 515 feet. This is a
positive aviation consideration; however, it should also be noted that the
primary runway currently has a 600-foot displaced threshold on its north end.
This displacement is in place as a “declared distances” safety factor to
compensate for the lack of 600 feet of clear, flat graded area between the end of
runway pavement and edge of the Walnut Creek Channel. Before funding a
runway extension, although the Declared Distances compensation (as more fully
described in the Capacity and Facility Requirements chapter) meets all federally
required safety standards, it is FAA policy that safety area limitations causing the
use of Declared Distances be remediated. This would likely result in a runway
length reduction of approximately 600 feet on the north end of the runway.
This policy requirement serves to negate the 515-foot extension on the south
and may well result in a net decrease in runway length of approximately 85 feet
and reduce the effective length of Runway 1L/19R to approximately 4, 915 feet.
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 The only potential land acquisition identified with this Option is associated
with the Runway 1L relocated Runway Protection Zone (RPZ), as a result of
the extension of Runway 1L 515 feet to the south.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. Existing instrument approach capabilities
are not changed as a result of this Option. (See additional language in Option
One.)
 Reduces the ability to regularly accommodate all sizes of general aviation aircraft
due to elimination of the crosswind runways and thereby reduces the crosswind
coverage for small aircraft, as mentioned above.
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Airside Option Five – Improve the Orientation of and Lengthen Primary Runway

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION FIVE – IMPROVE THE

ORIENTATION OF AND LENGTHEN PRIMARY RUNWAY, this Option involves:

 Moving the north end of Runway 1L/19R to the west, and the south end of the
runway to the east, provides a more north/south alignment and would re-orient
the primary runway to an approximate 18/36 configuration. Its primary benefit
is to maximize the main runway length in full compliance with FAA design
criteria and would produce a new runway approximately 5,600 feet in length.
 Closing Runway 1R/19L.

Airside Option Five – Option Five Planning Considerations

 The expense of constructing a new main runway, along with the associated
taxiway system will be considerable. Short-term logistical issues and service
disruption caused by this Option will be highly significant. This Option will
also involve expenses related to remarking and relighting areas to properly
denote the reconfiguration. In addition, the pavements associated with existing
Runway 1L/19R and Runway 1R/19L will be removed if this Option is
implemented.
 The maintenance of two runway alignments (providing 18/36 and 14/32
orientations) will continue to provide 10.5-knot crosswind coverage in excess of
95%.
 From a purely technical perspective, because parallel runways are maintained,
the Airport’s estimated Annual Service Volume Capacity remains the same.
However, it is also recognized that by closing the parallel secondary runway
associated with the main or primary runway, the capacity of the Airport to
accommodate aircraft operations will, in reality, be reduced. Therefore, it is
theoretically more negatively significant than the closure of the parallel
crosswind runway system described in Option Four.
 This Option reduces the complexity of the airfield layout for both airborne and
ground users.
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 Option Five does not provide additional land for aviation use development and
reduces flexibility of west side development potential. By re-orienting the main
runway to a roughly 18/36 alignment, approximately 54 acres of total aviation
use development are available, a loss of approximately 22.8 acres over the
present 1L/19R configuration. Because this loss involves land that is currently
developed for aviation uses, the negative impact on existing tenants and on the
County’s lease revenues is significant.
 With the extension and re-orientation of Runway 1L/19R and the associated
extension of the taxiways and runway safety areas, the golf course on the south
end of the runway will be closed. This has significant negative implications for
the County (lease revenue reduction) and for tenants.
 This Option provides for an extended main runway, providing a total length of
approximately 5,600 feet in full compliance with FAA design criteria.
 The potential land acquisition requirement identified with this Option is
associated with the Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) for new Runway 18/36
and would likely require significant property or easement acquisition.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. By re-orienting the main runway ten degrees
to the north, the impact of the controlling obstructions is minimized and should
allow for improved approach minimums. It remains to be determined if a
precision instrument approach [a Category I Instrument Landing System (ILS)]
can be developed, and if Category I minimums (200 foot ceiling and ½ mile
visibility) can be achieved. The existing non-precision Localizer-type
Directional Aid (LDA) has a visibility minimum of not lower than ¾ mile. If a
visibility minimum of lower than ¾ mile is sought, the Runway Safety Area
(RSA) and Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) length beyond the runway ends
increases and forces a reconsideration of the runway length, which is likely to
reduce the overall length by as much as 400 feet and be a trade-off that negates
the benefits of the lower visibility minimum. However, as with the other
presented options, emerging satellite-based navigation technology may allow for
improved instrument approach capabilities without altering physical aspects of
the Airport or the surrounding area.
 Maintains the ability to regularly accommodate all sizes of general aviation
aircraft on the primary parallel runway and on the primary crosswind runway.
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In addition, a re-orientation of crosswind Runway 14L/32R was also analyzed to see if additional
runway length and/or enhanced landside development opportunities would present themselves as
a result of moving the north end of the runway to the east and the south end to the west. This
brief analysis revealed that no significant additional runway length would likely be achieved and
that it may have a negative overall impact on developable aviation use and non-aviation
properties on the south side of the Airport.
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Airside Option Six – Close Secondary Runways

As illustrated in the following figure, entitled AIRSIDE OPTION SIX – CLOSE SECONDARY
RUNWAYS, this Option involves:
 Closing the secondary parallel runway (Runway 1R/19L)
 Closing the secondary crosswind runway (Runway 14R/32L).

Airside Option Six – Option Six Planning Considerations

 Minimizes future capital expenditure for construction and maintenance of
airfield pavements; although, there will be expense related to the reconfigured
areas. In addition, some pavement will be removed if this Option is
implemented.
 The maintenance of two runway alignments (providing 1/19 and 14/32
orientations) will continue to provide 10.5-knot crosswind coverage 96.52% of
the time.
 Option Six closes both secondary runways, hence no parallel (capacity
enhancing) runways in either the 1/19 or 14/32 orientations. Thus, the capacity
of the runway system to accommodate aircraft operations without unacceptable
delay is lessened.
 This Option reduces the complexity of the airfield layout for both airborne and
ground users.
 Option Six provides additional land for aviation use development:
approximately 18 acres on the east side of the Airport and 20 acres on the west
side of the Airport.
 All land currently utilized for aviation use is maintained.
 All land currently utilized for non-aviation use is maintained.
 The existing runway lengths for the primary runways (Runway 1L/19R and
14L/32R) are maintained.
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 There is no known increased potential land acquisition requirement identified
with this Option.
 Instrument Approach Capabilities. Existing instrument approach capabilities
are not changed as a result of this Option. (See additional language in Option
One.)
 Does not impact the ability to regularly accommodate all sizes of general
aviation aircraft on the primary and crosswind runways.
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Additional Analysis – Other Considerations
One additional option was considered at the suggestion of the Steering Committee. The
Consulting Team was asked to evaluate the possibility or relocating Runway 14R/32L from its
current location west of Runway 14L/32R and flipping it to the east side of Runway 14L/32R,
along the Walnut Creek Channel. By doing so, there would be more development space in the
West Development Area and the East Development Area could be put to a higher use. In
examining this option, it was determined that the Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) on the east
side of the relocated Runway 14R/32L would extend into the Walnut Creek Channel and that
both the ROFA and the Building Restriction Line (BRL) would significantly limit the use of the
North Development Area. While on its face, this option presented potential benefits; the
practical drawbacks of the option precluded it from further analysis.
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Options Considerations Summary
The following table, entitled SUMMARY OF AIRSIDE OPTION CONSIDERATIONS, summarizes the
planning considerations for the six options.

Table D1

SUMMARY OF AIRSIDE OPTION CONSIDERATIONS
Factor

Minimizes Capital Expenditure
Maintains Wind Coverage
Maintains Operational Capacity
Reduces Airfield Complexity
Provides Additional Aviation-Use Area
Maintains Existing Aviation- Use Area
Maintains Existing Non-Aviation-Use Area
Provides Runway Extension
Minimizes Land Acquisition
Maximizes Potential Approach Improvements
Maintains Two Runways for Larger Aircraft

Option
One

Option
Two

Option
Three

Option
Four

Option
Five

Option
Six

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Source: Barnard Dunkelberg & Company.

Preliminary Recommended Airfield Development Concept
The preliminary airside development recommendation is to maintain existing runway
configuration.
In consideration of the Option analyses presented above, including input from County Staff and
input provided by the Steering Committee and the public to date, the following preliminary
conclusions are made with regard to the concept for the long-term configuration of the airfield at
Buchanan Field Airport:
1. It is critical to maintain the use of the Airport for all general aviation aircraft
types, including small aircraft that are most influenced by crosswind
conditions. Therefore, the Airport should retain a configuration with two
runway orientations.
2. To maintain its capacity to accommodate aircraft operations, it is important to
operate the Airport with at least one set of parallel runways.
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3. Although increasing the developable area at the Airport will likely be a critical
issue at some point in the future, today there is area to accommodate demands
for some years into the future. Given the popularity of Buchanan Field
Airport, it is not unreasonable to consider that the Airport’s available landside
will be fully developed. Should this happen, this issue may well need to be
revisited. Given the circumstances today, it is more difficult to validate the
consequences of closing a runway with the benefit of the provision of
additional developable land.
4. The closure of a runway or runways at Buchanan Field Airport might
concentrate aircraft operations over certain communities in the vicinity of the
Airport. The closure of a runway might also minimize opportunities to
identify potential voluntary noise abatement opportunities that will be
explored in the Part 150 Noise Study.
5. The extension of the main runway would bring some benefits to the larger
general aviation aircraft operating at the Airport with regard to acceptable
loadings and range; however, the ability to extend the existing runway is
negated by the requirement to correct all declared distance issues before a
runway extension would be funded with an FAA grant. The loss of operating
revenues generated by the golf course is also a significant consideration.
6. After significant review, it was concluded that the re-orientation of the main
runway is not justifiable in consideration of its significant cost, the minimal
runway length gained, the minimal potential gain in instrument approach
minimums, the significant loss of existing developed area on the west side of
the Airport, the significant negative impact on existing tenants, and the loss of
operating revenues generated by the golf course and existing aviation leases.
In addition, the application of current FAA design standards negates the
potential benefits of re-orientation and FAA has not indicated a willingness to
support the concept.
7. As explained previously, the complexity of the airfield layout at Buchanan
Field Airport is a significant concern. In discussions with the FAA, they feel
that the complexity can be reduced through taxiway improvements.
Given these conclusions, the preliminary airside development recommendation is to maintain the
existing runway configuration.
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Landside Development Considerations,
Alternatives, and Recommendations
Introduction
With the basic framework of the Airport’s ultimate airside development tentatively identified,
concepts involving the placement of landside facilities can now be analyzed. The overall
objective of the landside development at the Airport is the provision of facilities, which are
conveniently located and accessible to the community and which accommodate the specific
requirements of airport users. The concepts for landside development at the Airport are
presented below.
Aviation Use Development Areas
To the greatest extent possible, aviation use facilities required for aircraft operation, storage,
maintenance, and safety will occupy the majority of Airport property that is not utilized by the
runway/taxiway system. The following paragraphs describe the development plan for these
facilities by geographic area (as identified on the previous illustration, entitled PRELIMINARY
RECOMMENDED AIRFIELD DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT).
There are three notable sites on the west side of the Airport that have
been identified for development or redevelopment. This area is roughly bordered on the east by
Runway 1L/19R and Runway 14R/32L, with Buchanan Fields Golf Course laying to the south,
and Marsh Drive to the west and north. The first potential development area is an approximate
12-acre parcel at the southern end of the west development area that is comprised of a mix of
undeveloped and underdeveloped properties. A “Master Developer” has been selected for this
parcel and predevelopment activities are underway. The 12-acre parcel is now known as the
ADG Development Area. Aviation uses, such as aircraft storage hangars and commercial general
aviation activities, are primarily intended for this area.
WEST DEVELOPMENT AREA.

The second area is approximately 11 acres in size and was identified as a commercial aviation
terminal “set aside” in the previous Master Plan. With no specific forecast for the resumption of
commercial service, as discussed in the Forecasts of Aviation Activity and Capacity Analysis and
Facility Requirements chapters, it seems appropriate that a specific reservation of a relatively scarce
landside area is likely not called for. It is recommended that this 11-acre parcel be re-oriented to
better accommodate existing aviation demands.
The third and final parcel is approximately 19 acres in size and is located inside the loop of Sally
Ride Drive and Marsh Drive. This area was set aside for non-aviation development in previous
planning studies and the present location of Sally Ride Drive cuts off the potential for taxiway
access to this site. Given the present demand for aviation use development area, it is
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recommended that this parcel be reconfigured to also allow for future aviation uses
warranted/needed. This appears to be particularly appropriate if the former commercial terminal
area set aside is converted to general aviation use. Sally Ride Dive can then be reconfigured, and
a single, major development area emerges that has the potential to provide a significant amount
of space for a mixed-use aviation area that can accommodate T-hangars, executive hangars, and
clear-span hangars. A schematic layout of future taxiway and roadway access points for the west
side of the Airport can be viewed in the following illustration at the end of this chapter, entitled
LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. This illustration also includes a new entrance for
Sally Ride Drive at its northern-most terminus, providing a second connection to Marsh Drive.
It should also be noted that areas for current development proposals (Seecon Builder, Inc. and
Concord Jet Services, Inc.) are identified on this illustration.
With no commercial passenger terminal facilities on the west side, the need for the extension of
Diamond Boulevard is also not nearly as apparent or needed, and it is recommended that the
extension project should be dropped from further planning discussions.
The Southeast Development Area spans from the Hotel Apron
(adjacent to the Crowne Plaza Hotel), north to the Airport Traffic Control Tower, east to the
Walnut Creek Channel, then south to the Sam’s Club/Sportsmart leasehold area and back to the
Crowne Plaza Hotel. It should first be noted that this area will continue to be utilized as it is
today, being primarily devoted to a variety of uses, including commercial general aviation uses
(FBOs, etc.), along with non-aviation uses in areas that are not provided with taxiway access. It is
also recognized that this parcel is essentially built out and that any new facilities will likely
involve removal of existing structures or the conversion of tiedown apron area.
SOUTHEAST DEVELOPMENT AREA.

There are three specific issues/considerations that are appropriate to consider with regard to the
Southeast Area. These considerations are: the need for a general aviation terminal building,
confirmation or relocation recommendation for the control tower, and the siting of an on-airport
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) station. All of these may be accommodated in the
north end of the Southeast Area. With regard to the control tower, the ultimate location and
orientation of the airside complex (the runways and taxiways) must be finalized so that an
adequate line-of-sight, view orientation, security, and height-of-structure investigation can be
completed to confirm the tower’s present location or to identify a suggested relocation site.
With regard to the ARFF station, at this point in the preparation of master planning
recommendations, it is appropriate to assume that it can be co-located with the general aviation
terminal building, or located in an alternate area such as the North Development Area and be
co-located with the emergency medical and law enforcement helicopter operations (see North
Development Area Discussion).
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Finally, regarding the general aviation terminal building, at present, the Airport does not have a
centralized terminal facility to meet the landside needs of transient general aviation (GA) aircraft,
their operators, or passengers. While Fixed Based Operators (FBOs) provide such things as
aircraft tiedowns, flight planning, and lobby space that are available to their transient and based
customers, catering to the small general aviation customer may not be a focus of their business
plan. Therefore, it would seem appropriate to consider the development of such a facility that
would provide adequate transient parking and tiedowns, public greeting and lobby space,
restrooms, vending/catering/restaurant facilities, meeting spaces, and other items of public
convenience and necessity. The current terminal building is located at the north end of John
Glenn Drive. This approximately 20-year old modular building includes offices, a ticket lobby,
waiting area, and restrooms. This facility is approaching the end of its useful life. Automobile
parking is located adjacent to the east side of the building. This area was last used for
commercial passenger service flights in 1992. The terminal ramp presently houses the CalStar
aeromedical flight operation. As with the Airport Traffic Control Tower, it is important to first
know the ultimate location and orientation of the airside complex to properly plan a terminal
facility to meet the forecasted needs and fit within the development envelope provided. Once a
recommended airside plan has been accepted, and specific demands and requirements have been
identified, final planning steps can commence for optimal siting of a terminal and to layout the
terminal area environs. It should be noted that the area identified for the Sterling Aviation
Expansion project is shown on the LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS illustration at
the end of this chapter. In addition, the potential for a cross airport service road connecting the
West and Southeast Development Areas is being explored.
There are two issues/considerations associated with the North
Development Area. The area incorporates the far northeast boundary of the Airport and is
located at the junction of Marsh Drive and the Walnut Creek Channel. These considerations
are: location of all Emergency Medical Service (EMS) law enforcement helicopter operations and
the alternate location of the ARFF station. Currently, REACH operates its helicopter from this
area and CalStar operates its helicopter from the existing terminal building in the Southeast
Development Area. It may be operationally advantageous to co-locate all emergency helicopters,
rather than have them operating from various points at the Airport, and easier to provide higher
security at one centralized location. As an alternative to locating the ARFF station at a new
general aviation terminal facility, it is reasonable to assume a natural adjunct for the function of
the North Area to include this fire station; higher security would be present and ready access is
present to both the airfield and streets via Marsh Drive.
NORTH DEVELOPMENT AREA.

The East Development Area is located on the east side of the Airport
between Taxiways A, D, and C and the Walnut Creek Channel. At present, it is an underutilized area, and, depending upon the details of the recommended airside development plan and
EAST DEVELOPMENT AREA.
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the potential to provide access to the area, the East Development area might be better integrated
with the operation of the Airport by providing additional space for aviation use or aviation
support facilities. A service road connecting the Southeast and East Development Areas is being
explored.
Discussion has also occurred regarding the desire to locate a
community or conference center at the Airport to serve both the Airport and its neighbors.
Further discussion of this consideration is hinged on the ultimate layout of the airfield complex.
Because of limited existing development area, all potential aviation uses will need to be
accommodated before non-aviation uses are explored. Given the preliminary recommendation
to retain the existing layout of runways, and recognizing that a community or conference center
would likely require a significant amount of space for building and parking, it is unknown if this
facility can be housed on the Airport without sacrificing aviation development space.
MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS.

Finally, to enhance the economic viability of third party on-airport development, it should be
stated that it is wholly consistent with the intended primary aviation use of a given property to
include incidental associated uses, such as restaurants and shops, which serve both the flying and
general public as well as minor office and commercial uses, so long as such uses do not impede
the intended aviation use of a particular airport landside property.
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Conceptual Development Plan
Accordingly, a Conceptual Development Plan for Buchanan Field Airport has been created that
incorporates the recommended Airside Development Concept, Landside recommendations, and
revisions to the taxiway layout at the Airport.
As stated in the Airside Development Concept, the basic runway layout at Buchanan Field
Airport will be retained with Runways 1L/19R, 01R/19L, 14L/32R, and 14R/32L located in their
current positions. All runways will be kept at their current lengths and the utilization of
Declared Distances on Runways 1L/19R and 14L/32R will continue. At the suggestion of the
FAA, an ultimate taxiway layout has been developed that is intended to reduce airfield
complexity and enhance safety and efficiency. To this end, the major element of the Conceptual
Development Plan is the incorporation of this revised taxiway layout, which will transform the
airfield layout within the 20-year horizon of this Airport Master Plan. The FAA has reviewed
the recommended revised taxiway layout and the Airport received FAA’s conceptual concurrence
with the proposal on June 8, 2006.
Landside uses and activities follow the concept and recommendations of Landside Development
Considerations, discussed earlier in this chapter.
On the following page, please find Figure D9, entitled CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
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